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It's not often that I see a map that feels good and plays smooth. So what does DM-Challenge offer you ask, well for
starters it looks small till you get into the game and find that there is alot of area to be had for fragging.

File Name: dm-challenge.zip
Author: Dermion
Gametype: UT2k4 Deathmatch
File Version: 1.00
File Size: 2.02 mb
Player Count: 3-8
The Frag Brother says : Very nice indeed a must Download.
It's not often that I see a map that feels good and plays smooth. So what does DM-Challenge offer you ask, well for
starters it looks small till you get into the game and find that there is alot of area to be had for fragging.
Match play can be had from everywhere in this first picture, outside the walls, the first ringed wall both on top and in the
hall below, than moving into the courtyard and then the main building that btw is two story also. Now the fragging does
not stop there if you look at the first picture you see two water wells so you think, wrong just drop down into either one
pickup some ammo and then hit the jump pad at the far end and out you come again.
The map is blessed with jump pads, doors and lifts. weapon placement can be found everywhere and a suprise in the
upper level of the building. The same goes for health and shields also. Snipping spots well just look at the picture small
windows from the second floors the hallway under the ringed wall is not exposed a whole lot and the same goes for the
building, doors that open have room on either side to slide over and let someone running out the door pass you by that is
if you let him.

I give this map the highest star, for the fact that it played so well, looked good even though it did not have alot of flare it
just was a treat to play without bogging down my pc.
This map can be found at NaliCity .
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